Product overview

Glazed balconies
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Air/Vision™

Frameless window with external hand
rail, no corner posts.

Sight/Vision™

Frameless window without hand rail,
no corner posts.

Air/Design™

Frameless window with external hand
rail.

Sight/Design™

Frameless window without hand rail.

Air/Twin®

Window with frame and external hand
rail.

Sight/Twin®

Window with frame, without hand rail.

Space™

Full-height window, external
railing.

Vista™ - Glazed Corner

Gives the balcony a wonderful panoramic view and a modern feel. Compatible with most frontages.

Vision™ frontage - Balco’s folding glass system with no frames or corner posts
Vision™ is the most robust and quiet frameless system in the market. Vision™ is an advanced product in Balco’s product range and is unique in many ways. Vision™ provides a
light balcony with open views, entirely free from frames and corner posts. It creates the impression of uninterrupted space, as the glass in the window is on the same level as
the parapet material. Vision™ is the only system in the market with simple, one-handed operation system. A magnetic key located on the lower edge of the window releases the
locking pins, folding the window inwards. You can then push the windows sideways with a simple manual action until the balcony is fully open. The windows can be closed just as
simply and are only locked when you remove the magnetic key from the window. Vision™ has no visible handles and is a streamlined system. There are no vertical profiles and the
horizontal profiles are discreet.

Vision™ with Sight parapet

Vision™ with Air parapet

Twin

®

window system - Balco’s unique, patented framed window

®
Balco’s unique Twin window gives you two systems in one. Maximum flexibility and the option of opening up the whole balcony. This is because the elegantly designed window
can be opened up like a perfectly normal sliding window or folded in like a folding window. The Twin window is also smooth and easy to operate. No force is required; all it takes
is a light grip on the frame to slide the window to the side. And when you want to fold it in you simply use the discreet handle in the window frame. Another unique function is the
facility to fold in an individual pane at any position along the track, which is handy if you want to clean the windows, for example.

Partly open.

Fully closed.

Fully open.

Fully open and folded out.

Open whichever pane you like, at any
position on the track.

Design™ window system - Balco’s frameless folding window
Design™ is the window system that also forms part of the Vision™ frontage. This window system is the most robust and quiet frameless system in the market. It creates the
impression of uninterrupted space, as the glass in the window is on the same level as the parapet material. Design™ is the only system in the market with simple, one-handed
operation system. A magnetic key located on the lower edge of the window releases the locking pins, folding the window inwards. You can then push the windows sideways with a
simple manual action until the balcony is fully open. The windows can be closed just as simply and are only locked when you remove the magnetic key from the window. Design™
has no visible handles and is a streamlined system. The absence of vertical profiles contributes to a free view and creates an aesthetically attractive view.
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window system - Balco’s external gallery

Smoke detector

In the event of smoke/fire, the detector emits a signal that is transmitted to the electromagnet in the window structure, which releases and
opens the windows.

Magnet

As soon as the signals are received from the smoke detector, the
contact between the magnets is broken. A concealed cable structure
moves the sliding windows automatically to the side, assisting the work
of the emergency services and giving residents a greater opportunity to
move to safety.

Emergency opening button

This button may only be used in emergency situations, e.g. in the event
of smoke or fire. When the button is pushed, the contact between the
magnets and the windows is broken and the windows slide automatically to the side.

Sturdy handle
®

Access is fitted with a handle to enable windows to be opened and
closed manually. If the windows have been opened, you can use the
handle to close them.

Accessories - Balco’s standard range
There are many different accessories for Balco’s glazed balconies. Our customised, specially developed range of accessories allows you to create your ideal environment on your
balcony. Balco will be delighted to help you with information, material samples and design expertise to provide you, the customer, with everything you need for a beautiful, functional balcony. Below are some of the accessories that Balco can offer, available in a number of different colours and materials.

Roller blinds

Flooring

Pleated blinds

Awnings

Window boxes

Functions - Balco’s unique features
Ever since it was founded in 1987, Balco has worked to develop products that are as good and as functional as possible. Over the years we have come up with several features
that make us totally unique and that we alone in the market can offer. Each feature has been designed to improve the usability and safety of your balcony; ultimately encouraging
you to spend more time on your balcony.

Twin handle - Open the windows by simply
pulling out the discreet handle.

Roof - Balco’s standard roof is fire, sound
and heat-insulated.

VentTec® - Noise-reducing, approved ventilation.

Magnetic lock - For enhanced safety.

CleanLine®- Balco’s integrated drainage
system, diverts water.

Quality that provides peace of mind
A glazed balcony is a major investment that should provide pleasure for many years, which is why it is important that the products are of high quality. For us at Balco, the continuous improvement and development of our products is a must. Our striving to achieve intelligent solutions has also resulted in many exclusive patents that make our products
unique. Thanks to targeted but cautious expansion, we have achieved the highest possible credit rating. This means that you can rest assured that our goal is for you to be satisfied with your choice of balcony system from Balco.

CONTRACTORS HEALTH & SAFETY ASSESSMENT SCHEME

Accredited Contractor
www.chas.co.uk

Balco are accredited with CHAS,
which is a national database of
contractors who have been
through a health and safety
assessment, and have demonstrated adequate compliance
and management standards.
Contractors on the CHAS
database are therefore approved
to work on contracts for local
authorities and other members.

Installation

Balco are also accredited with
Constructionline, the UK’s most
connected and progressive
provider of procurement and
supply chain management
services.

Our ISO 9001 certification
means that you have a quality-assured product/service that
satisfies all the requirements
that you can demand as a
customer. ISO 14001 means
that we carry out production in
an environmentally responsible
way. Balco is also certified for
CE-marking through EN
1090-1, welding in accordance
with EN ISO 3834-2 and
concrete casting in accordance
with EN 13369.

This symbol indicates that this
solution is unique to Balco. We
have over forty patents for small
details that make the overall
product so much better.

Balco has extensive experience and knowledge when it comes to turnkey balcony contract works undertaken in close collaboration.
When we carry out our balcony contracts, we use carefully selected installers with extensive industry experience. All of our installers are trained within current contracting rules
and personal safety at the construction site. We always guarantee that we satisfy all the requirements made of a subcontractor and make sure we observe the rules and regulations in force at each construction site. All of our construction projects are led by knowledgeable, experienced project managers.
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